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Date: o6'h July 2021

Announcement no: HDC (161)-PRO/lU /2O2Ll28O
Project: Design & Deployment of FTTH Network in Hulhumal6 Phase I

Attachments:

Queries raised by the interested bidders for the tender

1. The contractor is responsible only for the basement building to the FTTH which is the fiber

distribution box?

Ans: Yes, termination only to the building ground or basement with proper ODF.

2. The contractor is not responsible for the splitters?

Ans: Splitters are not in the contractor scope for this pro.iect

3. lf there is a 3rd party damage to the network or cable, is the contactor responsible to rectify it?

Or only the maintenance on our equipment which we have provided and if the cable is like

physically damaged without any 3rd party being responsible for it? Please clarify this.

Ans; lfthere is a damage to the Works (network, equipment, etc.) by a 3d Party while the project

is ongoing, it is the Contracto/s responsibility to rectify it as it is the Contracto/s responsibility to
provide the proper security and monitoring for the Work.

lf there is a damage to the Work (network, equipment, etc.) by a 3'd Party during the Oefects

Notification Period/Maintenance stage, the Contractor will be not responsible for the rectification

of the damage. However, Contractor has to support and advise the redification process, and share

additional cost calculations for rectification works during the Defects Notification Period.

Contractor will be responsible for rectification of any damages to the equipment or cable system

without 3d party intervention.

This amendment is an integral part of the bidding document and all the amendments here should

be followed as it is while submitting the bids.
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